Real-time alignment and reconstruction: performance and recent developments at the LHCb experiment •
•
The LHCb detector is a single-arm forward spectrometer at LHC with a pseudorapidity in the range 2 < < 5. • Main attention: flavor physics studies.
Outstanding physics results require an excellent detector performance
Alignment

Reconstruction
Performance
• Alignment: the calibration of the position and orientation of tracking detectors
The best quality achieved already in the trigger! Analyses can be performed directly on the trigger output!
Long tracks
• Hits at least in VELO, T stations • Excellent momentum resolution • Used in majority of analyses
Downstream tracks
• Hits in TT and T stations.
• Daughters of long lived particles
Alignment varies due to:
• movement of the detector • pressure, temperature, • operation conditions:
• magnetic field change • mechanical intervention Primary Vertex (PV) resolution : ~77 μm in z direction, for PV with 25 tracks 
